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Editorial
Procrastination
is built into
grade deadline.
Work sure does expand to fill the time
allotted to it. Witness the time it takes
William Mitchell instructors to turn in their
grades.
It s not that a lot of faculty members turn
their gr ades in la te. It's just that even
grades turned in on time come a lot later
than students would like to see.
Are student expectations unreasonable?
Not accor ding to what happens at other law
schools. At Hamline, for example a selfimposed fa culty policy requires grades to
be in no later than 45 days from the time an
examination was given. The actual deadline
for fall-semester grades this year was
earlier than that. - Jan. 12, for exams that
ended in the latter part of December. The
University of Minnesota's deadlines are
similar.
At Mitchell the faculty several years
back set itself a deadline of 50 days from the
end of the examination period no matter
when an individual exam might have been
administered. This year, that deadline fell
on Feb. 11 - even for an exam that might
have been given as early as Dec. 9.
Mitchell students are expected to meet
standards no lower than those imposed in
other law schools. Why should the Mitchell
faculty give itself so much more time to
turn in grades than their colleagues at other
institutions enjoy? - G.M.
,
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Time to respond to tuition hikes
Unprecedented financial crisis may face
William Mitchell students next fall if
Reagan's budget cuts and an 18-percent tuition hike are implemented. However,
students can act to soften the blow of this
one-two punch.
Although pubHc opinion frequently fails to
convince legislators, a few phone calls cannot hurt. They may be enough to sway those
who are unsure about cuts for graduate
students.

Tenure policy makes sense,
but not unless it ' s followed
The recently completed tenure review at
William Mitchell was run according to a
policy and set of procedures in force for the
last several years.
Or was it?
That question arises because of what
some involved in the tenure process see as a
new emphasis on publishing - an emphasis
some say, that overshadows the value placed on performance as a teacher.
The administration contends that there
has been no change in the basis for
evaluating faculty members up for tenure.
Supporting that position is the existing
tenure code, which lists criteria for tenure
evaluations. On the top of the list .is
''teaching,'' which includes such subcategories as knowledge of the subject
matter" and 'effectiveness of presentation
availability to students ' and
"prompt submission of grades." The second main category is " evidence of pr ofessional growth and development '' including
publication.
Associate Dean Melvin Goldberg said of
the second category 'perhaps in the past -and it s only a perhaps -- it hasn t been emphasized enough." If there is any greater
a ttention to evidence of professional
growth, he indicated, it is only to restore a
proper balance between such activities and
teaching.
In looking for evidence of professional
growth, Goldberg said, tenure committees
should consider hot only publication in
scholarly journals, but also such activities
as
preparation
of
continuing-legaledocation programs and pro-bono work,

especially when the latter involves the
preparation of extensive briefs.
·
All such activity, he said, "has to help in
the teaching process." It's a "way of enhancing teaching.''
If that is the administration's, message,
however, it may have been garbled in
transmission to some tenure evaluators.
People close to the evaluation process contend that teaching seemed to take a back
seat to publication in law reviews or other
scholarly journals -- and that activities like
community or pro-bono work were given little if any weight by some evaluators.
(In a related matter, a faculty member
last fall wrote to Dean Geoffrey Peters to
protest the awarding of bonuses to faculty
members who had wri tten books or published law-review articles. That practice, tbe
memo to Peters pointed out, "represents a
basically different policy than the one
determined by the faculty.'')
We are glad that Goldberg has affirmed
the administration's basic agreement with
the existing tenure code, with its primary
emphasis on teaching . We agr:ee that other
' evidence of pr ofessional growth and
development" should not be slighted -- and
that such evidence should include activities
other than the publication of books and lawreview articles. A proper balance can, indeed, enhance the basic mission of Mitchell
faculty members - teacbmg students.
Before the next tenure review occurs, the
administration should make sure that
everyone involved understands that what is
sought is a balance, and not a new imbalance on the side of publication. -- G.M.

Time to react to the tuition proposal is
running out. The Audit and Finance Committee ·meets tomorrow to discuss the
budget. (See news article on page 3.) The
Board of Trustees will vote on the final proposal Mareh 9. Students need to let the
trustees know that they face a crisis situation and that the college may need to reexamine priorities.
At the very least, students should demand
an accounting for the increases. If the
school is in serious financial trouble, then
we- need to know the extent. If all that is required is a trimming of the fat around the
edges then perhaps students can find a way
to help with the trimming. If students question administrative judgment, then these
questions ought to be asked.
Last year's prQposed 25-percent increase
almost slipped through the Board without
student input. This year the tudents will
have an opportunity to be heard at the news
conference scheduled for March 2.
Following the press conference students
will need to make sure that the Board of
Trustees is fully aware of any dissension to
the proposal prior to the March 9 vote.
--C.F:
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Top of the News
18-percent tuition increases ·foreseen
by Chuck Fried.man

Tuition i n ~ for the coming
academic year can be expected
to reach 18 _percent, according to
Dean Geoffrey Peters.
The increase is part of a projected five-year plan that calls
for 15-percent increases in each
of the following three years. Last
year's increase was 21 percent.
According to Peters. the tuition
hikes are necessary to arrive at a
balanced budget by the 1984-85
school year. He said that the proposed 18-percent increase still
results in deficit spending.
Members of the Audit and
Finance Committee have been
meeting to iron out the final
details of the budget. The proposal will be presented to the
Board of Trustees at a meeting
scheduled for March 9.
Peters insists that tuition
dollars are used to meet operational costs. Capital expenditures
for furniture and remodeling office space are not taken from tuition dollars. "If that is the case,"
said student Peter Fuchsteiner,
"then I'd like to see the figures
showing how operational expenses have increased 40 percent
in the past two years."
.
Said third-year student Ted
Williams, "It seems that there
ought to be justification for tuition increases that double the
rate of inflation."
Dean Geoffrey Peters will
discuss proposed tuition increases in a public press confer.e nce from 4 to6:30 p.m. March
2. He will be questioned by Opinion staff members Chuck Friedman, George McCormick and
Michele DiEuliis. Students are invited to submit questions for

Peters to the Opinion box in the
communications center or the
box outside Room 316.
One factor that·has resulted in
increased tuition is the reduced
student-faculty ratio in recent
years. That redueed ratio was influential in the school's obtaining
AALS accreditation and meant
that five full-time instructors
were added to the staff this year
alone. William Mitchell is now in
the top 25 percent of law schools
in faculty-student ratio. Thir.dyear' student Paul Jones sees a
connection between increasing
faculty, expanding the day program, AALS accreditation and
the tuition incr-eases. ' Td like to
see a cost-benefit analysis of
AALS accreditation. What tangible benefit have students gotten
from the expense accrued?" asked Jones.
Despite the concerns, Peters
said that William Mitchell has. a
tuition cost within the bottom 15
percent of private law schools in
this country. That argument was
countered by first-year student
Joe Paules, who said, "The
[proposed] tuition increase is inordinate, particularly for the services we are getting." He cited
what he considers to be poor
physical facilities and lack of
benefits evident on other lawschool campuses.
Peters is particularly concerned about the low balance in the
school's quasi~ndowment fund.
The fund is reserved for unexpected costs, such as replacing a
roof or - other capital expenditures. According to a financial
statement prepared at the end of
July 1981, the college has approximately
$460,000
in
the

unrestricted fund. Peters said
that amount is "dangerously
low" and needs to be increased
gradually over the next few
years.
The proposed tuition _increase,

coupled with President Reagan's
loan cuts, have many William
Mitchell
students
worried.
Second-year student Susan Bedor
said that she switched from the
day program last year .to the

eveni.Q.g prQgram this year . . 'The
deciding factor was the tuition increase,' said "Bedor. "I had to
work more hours to meet costs.
For students who are supporting
continued on page 5

Ticket tops off a Perfect day
Commentary by Eileen Casal

So you're having one-of those irritating days. You were late for
work this morning. You forgot
your gloves, and it's 15 below qutside-. You got caught in traffic
and arrived late for class this
evening, and .naturally you read
the wrong assignment.
All you want to do is go I10me
and forget that today ever happened. It s a good thing yoo won
the parking lottery this semester.
A shorl walk- to the lot, crossing
your fingers that your car will
start (considering your luck. today) ... and then you notice a blue
slip on your windshield.
Need you ask'? Of collI'Se, it's a
-parking ticket. It's one of the
many ways to end the kind of day
you're having. And yet you can't
understand why you got a ticket if
you have a permit.
Consider this: You're in the
4:30 evening section yet parking
in the lot isn't opened to students
with permits until 5:15 p:m.
weekly. Although the reason is
valid - to allow all college
employees and faculty assured
spaces for the.regulai: workday it makes little._sense to award permits to those in the 4:30 section
without notification that they can

use the permit only on their free
day of class.
. There is alwa~ the alternative
of moying one's car at break: an
idea that will receive · much
reception
with
Minnesota's
winter weather. The worth of a
one-day parking permit is questionable. The easiest solution to
this communication problem is to
provide notice to all students a~

$15 deterrent. He claims that the
ticketing has gone from 30 a day
to five a day. But remember: tagging is completely at his
discretion.
Anyway, what happens to the
collected parking fines? Believe
it or hot the money is pul into the
college's funds to help maintain
tuition. at lhe present rates. Il's
somewhat of a circular argu-

PERMIT

PARKIIG OILY
IJIAUTHORIZED
YEHICLES
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Mitchell gets final AALS ·oK
AALS is an association of
schools and describes its purpose
as "the improvement of the legal
profession through legal education." Along with. the American
Bar Association (ABA), AALS is
recognized as one of the two national accrediting agencies for
law by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation. Of the 172
ABA-approved law schools, 143
are AALS members. AALS is
legal
education's
principal
representative to the federal
government and other national
higher-eciucation and learnedsociety
organizations.
Past
-presidents of the association qi•
elude James Bradley Thayer..
Roscoe Pound, Harlan F. Stone,
William Draper Lewis and
William L. Prosser.
To the Editor:
Gaining admittance to AALS
I am a transfer student from
the University of Puget Sound has been a lengthy and
School of Law in Tacoma, Wash. sometimes frustrating process
!:lo far, my year at William Mit- for William Mitchell. Since the
move to the new campus in 1976,
chell has been great.
Transferring looked like it was the school has worked to improve
faculty,
administration,
going to be. a rough experience. I its
was really dreading having to ads library, scholarships curriculwn
just to a new school new students and physical plant to meet the
and a new library . .But, thanks to rigid requirements of AALS
the warmth and friendship I have membership.
Over the past three years
found in my new class section,
AALS
inspection
the transition has been a numerous
pleasure. Within a few short teams have visited the school.
weeks I was on a touch football The firstre.ports of the inspection
team and getti.ng to _know many tea~ w~e good, but the associamore people than I ever expected tion deferred accreditation pending continuing evidence of the
I would.
I jilst want to extend my school's efforts to provide a qualideepest appreciation to the ty ¢n:vironm·ent for · legal
education.
students or Secfion 4 of the fullThe college continued its ef- time day-program for making the
transition so easy for me. The forts, and last fall another full inlibrary is still a.magical mystery spection was oraered. According
tour to me, but I am sure that will t-o Dean Geoffrey Peters, "the
also become easier to manage in AALS wrote a very positive
the future. Thanks again, section report" as a result of the visit.
The report that the excecutive
4.
Paul H. Tanis Jr. committee. received from the acby John Knutson

The Executive Committee of
the Association of American Law
Schools (AALS) voted at its annual meeting Jan.
7 in
Philadelphia to grant accreditation to William Mitchell College
of Law.
_
AALS accreditation is the most
selective form of accreditation
available to law schools, and only
law schools of the highest
academic caliber are admitted.
William Mitchell is one of the few
predominately
evening
law
schools to be granted admission.

Letter

creditation committee was so
well accepted that there was no
debate.
Consequently,
the
association voted "unanimously
with enthusiasm" that William
Mitchell be accepted into the
association.
The positive ramifications of
acceptance will be felt by the entire William Mitchell community,
according to administrators.
Students who must continue
their legal educations elsewhere
will encounter fewer difficulties·
when applying to other AALSaccredited schools. For those
students who wish -to take supplementary courses at other law
schools, the accreditation will
allow the transfer of ·credits with
less difficulty.
Peters indicated, however, that
there may still be some difficulties · with acceptance of
credits by the University of Minnesota Law School. But in most
instances, the accreditation will
allow greater mobility for
William Mitchell students.
The William Mitchell faculty
will enjoy the additional prestige
accreditation brings. Since the
.faculty was a key element in the
school's acceptance, its national
status will be more readily
recognized.
Prof. Michael Steenson said he
viewed the AALS accreditation
"as a shot in the arm, a payoff fo:·
something we've been _working
towards for a long time." ·
For the alumni of William Mitchell, AALS accreditation confers greater prestige on their
degrees. "It creak,s a more
valuable· degree," said Judge
Ronald Hachey, director of alumni affairs. "It especially helps
alumni who look for work out of
state to have the school recognized in a nationwide sense."

plying for the permit: that park- ment.- You pay the $25 to help
ing is permitted only afLer 5:15 stabilize the costs, and yet you're
p.m. weekly. The number of 4:30 still paying into the college. You
students applying may surpris- win and you lose. If the number of
violators decreases, then will tuiingly decrease.
Well, at least you can talk to tion go up? And if the $25 fine
Comproller Mike Carlson, about really is a deterrent, so much for
not getfu:ig notice of this stiptila- a plateau in tuition costs.
Feel like you've been. " had" by
tion or any other parking gripes
you might have. The retraction of the system? You're not alone.
the . tickel is questionable, if it Even though the number of parkwas given one and one-half to two ing violators has decreased,
weeks after the beginning of the there are still a few of you out
fall semester. Talk about notice, there who are either ignorant of
then ... You mean you didn't in- the parking rules (please pick up
a copy of the parking policy in the
quire about the parking hours?
That's the least of your anx- communications center) or are
ieties. Take a close look at that persistent in parking where you
fine. Twenty five big ones. That's shotildn't (thanks for keeping my
right,
~Somewhat tuition at the present rate).
unreas_onable, you say? Well, if.it
If $25 is not much of a fine for
was $15 would you pay it, bear the you violators, just continue to
pain and then forget about it disr~d the rules and let the
number of tickets creep up again.
altogether?
Probablv! At least that's Oliphant will not hesitate to inAssociate Dean
Robert crease that fine, especially if it is
Oliphant's opinion. He says that productive in keeping the lot open
the problem with lowering the only to those provided with daily
fine is "that students would spaces.
rather pay it than move their
So to those of you in the 4: 30
car."
section with permits -- enjoy the
Maybe you're in the minority. onEKiay pleasure parking. And to
but a parking ticket is a ticket, those of you who complain about
and anything that works against the outrageous $25 parking fine
your balaneEl of gr~backs is it's an open market. You are exacknowledged and ins_c ribed into pected to have a copy of th!! parkyour memory. To pay out $15 . ing rules given out in !:fie comevery day. every oilier day, once munications center. Don't just
a week or once a month, is once · pick the copy up, read it.
too much for you. And yet, Dan
Or start changingyom: favorite
Frid, head of security, has ~QI.or from green to blue. and e-xstatistics showing that a $25 ~ t to have-many more or those
deterrent is more effective than a irritating days.
0

-
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SBA proposes earlier grade deadline
The Student Bar Association
adopted a resolution at its Feb. 13
meeting calling for the faculty to
turn in grades no later than four
weeks from the end of an examination period.
The recommendation will go to
the Academic Affairs Committee
and, if it is passed there, to ·the
full faculty for approval.
Grades for the fall semester
were due in the office Feb. 11. As
of 11 a.m., Feb. 12, grades had
still not been turned in by 15 instructors for 14 courses and 22
course sections.
Associate
Dean
Melvin
Goldberg , said that extensions
were approved for four of the
courses on the list. According to
Goldberg, extensions may be
granted for extraordinary personal reasons, because of heavy
teaching loads, for preparation of
new courses, for a teacher's extension
of
· student-paper
deadlines or because of serious
illness.
Goldberg declined to say which
faculty members were given ex-

tensions for submission of fallsemester grades, or the reasons
for th~ four extensions granted.
F aculty members who have not
submitted grades by the deadline
may have their paychecks
withheld antil the office receives
those grades. Goldberg said that
the administration has exercised
that option in the past and will
continue to do so.
To ensure that the faculty complies with the deadline within a
reasonable time, Goldberg said,
administrative secretary Shirley
O'Neill Stephens speaks to instructors w.ho have outstanding
grades on the day before, the day
of and the day after the deadline.
The SBA resolution lists
reasons for adopting the fourweek standard. They include: to
provide time to schedule another
course, if a student has failed one
the previous semester, before the
" add" period ends ; to reduce
anxiety; and to prevent delays in
sending transcripts for students
who wish to transfer or who are
being
considered
for

employment.
The proposal also says that the
four-week
period
is
"a
reasonable expectation," and it
cites the policy at both Hamline
and the University of Minnesota
law schools in support.
The final deadline at Hamline
for the fall semester was Jan. 12,
although
extensions
were
granted for instructors with
heavy class schedules. The
average number of credits taught
by Hamline instructors is about
12 each year. The school's policy
is that instructors are expected to
grade five blue books a day,
weekends included, from the day
an examination is given.
Deadlines also vary for U. of M.
instructors. There a professor is
expected lo grade 10 blue books a
day while classes are not in session and five blue books a day
while in session, weekends excluded. The normal course load
at the university is about 16
credits a year, similar to that for
Mitchell professors.
The following list of grades not

turned in by 11 a .m . Feb. 12 was
provided to The Opinion by the
administration.
Advanced CorpQrate Law,
Hay ; Agency and Partnership,
Ihrig; Agency and Partnership
(two
sections ),
Anastas ;
Business Torts, Klaas ; Econ.
Found. of Property Law, Pannier ; Family Law (two sections ),

Green ; Federal Jurisdiction,
Becker; Health Law, Diehl;
Legal Process, Marino.
LSMP, Hammetling; Mortgages, Gelpe · Property I <two
sections), Helland· Property I ,
Gelpe; Security Regulations 1,
Anastas: Torts I, Steenson; Torts
I (two sections), Marino, Torts I.
Greene; Wills, Johnson.

Student Bar Association
presents

William Mitchell's

The number of concerned students gathering at the grades board
increased as the February 11 deadline for banding in grades
approached.

Student - Faculty Gettogether

Letter grades set
to begin· next fall

Dance to Moong low
hors d'oeuvres - free admission - cash bar

Holiday Inn on St. Anthony and 494
, St. Paul
Saturday, March 6, 1982 8:30 p.m.

jl}ortbtuest
Jrid Jrtnting (ompanp
(DIVISION 0, TIPOGRAPHfC ARTS, ING}

3010 North Second Street
MINNEAPOLIS, _MN 55411·
(612) 588~7506

Law Brief Printing -~pecialists
APPROVED PRINTEF;5 OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS, EIGHTH CIRCUIT

,'

In March 1981 the faculty approved a letter-grading policy
that was to have been implemented in the fall of 1981. The
switch to grades of A, B, C, D and
F is now .scheduled to go into effect beginning with the fall
semester of 1982.
According to Associate Dean
Melvin Goldberg, the reason for
tbe delay is thal tbe administration decided to save costs by
waiting to devise a plan for the
school s own computer, rather
than have the computer system
now in use make the switch for
only one y~. and then have to
design an additional system for
the school's computer a year
later.
Under tbe new system, all
students will be given letter
grades, and the gra9es of upperclass students will be converted
-from numbers to letter grades.
'l'be number grades students
.have previously received will
also appear on their transcripts .
Students' cumulative grades
-and class .rank will probably be
computed according to a 4.0
scale, although the -system has
been completed, and the final
details have not yet been arranged, according to Goldberg.
The p~ent.scale, approved by

the Academic Affairs Committee, is as follows:
Below 60 - No recogqition of
issues; no analysis ; total lad. of
understanding of subject matter
lack of interest.
61-64 - Little or no recognition
of issues : no analysis ; some indication of interest and efforts.
65-70 - Recognition of some
issues: little or no analysis ;
perhaps some effort in class.
71-'13 - Recognition of most
issues ; little analysis~ in some
cases; good analysis overcomes
failure to recognize issues.
74-16 -- Recognition of most
issues: some -analysis indicating
understanding oJ subject matter.
n-79 - .Recognition of most
issues ; fairly good analysis.
80-85 - Recognition of most
issues ; analysis indicating an
understanding of subject matter.
Differences in this range attrJbuted to recognition of greater
num~r of issues or a more or
less through analysis.
86-89 - Recognition of almost
all issu.e s : significant command
of subject matter.
90-91 -- Superior undeFStanding
of.subject matter : usually has involv~ recognition of significanl
issues
unrecognized
by
instraetor.
'

Sem inar on alcohol abuse
to be held here March 6
"Bottoms Up," a seminar on
the use and abuse of alcohol and
other mood-affecting drugs, will
be presented at William Mitchell
March 6.
The seminar, to be held from 9
a .m . to 3:30 p.m., will explore
issues and choices surrounding
the indiv.i.d ual's chemical use, as
well as that of clients, family
members and coworkers. While
aimed primarily at law students
and lawyers, the program will
also offer information applicable
in a broader context.
The organizers say they hope to

offer "a comfortable climate in
which to consider and discuss
these issues."
The seminar ·will feature
speakers from the Johnson Institute, Lawyers Concerned for
Lawyers, Alcholics Anonymous
and Alanon, as well as opportunities for discussion in small
groups.
Box lunches will be available
during the program, or participants may bring their own. A
donation of $5 is requested to help
defray costs, but it is not
required.

Alloti ng funds t_
o ~tudent groups
is new role for Mitchell SBA
<Editor's Note: The following article was written by Deb Kraus,
Treasurer of the Student Bar
Association.)

The Student Bar Association of
William Mitchell College of Law
is the representative forum for
student action. It relays student
concerns to the faculty and ad
ministration, acts on matters of
concern to students and sponsors
several social events each year.
This year lhe SBA has been
delegated a new roll by lhe administration , that of aistributi:ng
the student service fees to the
various
non-credit
student
organizations.
The current board began its
term of office last spri.n~ and
first-year representatives were
added in September. Over the
summer a subcommittee composed of fiveboard members mel
to formulate a budget policy for
recommendation to the fulJ
board. Each student organization
requesting funds made an oral
and written presenta tion to the
board, and based on lhe budget
committee's guidelines that were
adopted by the board. funds were
alfocated.
Copies
of
Lhe
0

guidelines are available in. the used bookstore on request.
The William Mitchell Child
Care Center has been a high
priority of this year's board.
Si.nee May 1, 1$81, the board has
contributed $2,.500 in pledges to
the center and. since winter
break, about S300 rn matching
grants. Under the matching
grant resolution passed in
December, the SBA subsidizes
orte half the cost of child care at
the center for Mitchell students.
This year, as in every year, the
SBA _bas sponsored fall and
\\'inter dances. The fall dance,
held at the Prom Center, was a
modest success. The winter
dance held the first Friday of the
winter semester represented a
John s Gibbs tuxedoed band
Moonglow, ~ and -hot
hors
d'oeuvres were served to a crowd
that braved-100° windchills to enjoy the evening at the Hqliday
Inn. The SBA is planning two
more dances this semester. ·
Each year the intramural
sports program sponsors several
sports, bul until now bas had no
permanent organizational structure.
Locating
equipment,

organizing games, and handling
finances have all been done on an
ad hoc basis. SBA is setting up an
intramural sports board to plan
and manage sports in the future.
Persons interested in serving on
the sports board should leave a
note in the SBA Used Bookstore.
Elections for next. year's board
members will be heid in March.
Second year representatives will
be elected in the classroom.
Students will vo.te for third- and
fourth-year representatives in
the SBA Used Bookstore.

SBA President Jim Martinson conducted the Feb. 13 meeting. Ken
Abdo is coordinating the SBA dance to be held on March 6. Paul
Plunkett is chairman of the intramural sports committee.

Tu ition hike is bloW to students
continued from page 3
themselves, the balance of costs
are not being met by student
loans."
Bedor is not sure what she will
do if tuition goes up 18 percent. "I
have to finish," she said. "You're
at their [the school's] mercy. I've
already invested $10,000."
Bedor is now working 30 hours
each week and would consider
working more hours, but is reluc-

tant to do so because of the increased pressure. Another option
is to drop out of school for a year,
though she views that as a last
resort.
Paules who is in the day program, said that he would be able
to abs-orb the increase only if the
federal loan program is not cut.
He said that he would seriously
consider moving to a night section if he could not meet costs and

Recruiters seek a 'creative approach'
by Eric Johnson

Demographic data suggest tha t
as the nwnber of college-aged
citizens decline, so will the absolute ·number of I.aw-school applicants. In response to this projection, many law schools are
stepping up recruitment in an effort to attract these lucky few.
William Mitchell College of
Law is no exception to this tre.nd.
According to Associate Dean
Melvin Goldberg. the college
became "concerned that other
schools' aggressive approaches
to recruitment would cut into our
own numbers, unless we did
something." Beginning last year,
William Mitchell began planning
a recruitment strategy designed
to maintain, among other things,
enrollment figures.
Prof.
Paul
Marino,
spearheading the faculty effort in
recruiting students, has expressed the need for William Mitchell
to develop a "creative approach"
to recruitment, which would
economically satisfy the needs of
the college. Aside from maintaining enrollment percentages,
Marino identified the following
benefits to be derived from a
recruitment program:
First, it will improve the affirmative
recruitment
of
minorities. Second, recruitment
educates faculty and administration about what kind oI student
does well at William Mitchell.
Third, recruiting allows the college to identify and follow up on
(academically) attractive candidates. Fourth, recruitment
helps the college learn about
itself, through self-evaluation inherent to the process.
Both Goldberg and Marino expressed a desire to utilize faculty,
·students and alumni in communicating with prospecti,ve
students. "Not only are these
groups more authorita tive in
dealingwilh an awlicanr questions concerning law school··
Goldberg said, " but they also can
convey a personal image of what
William Mitchell is all about."
Despite this year's popularity
of the day program, Goldberg
denied that there will be an emphasis in recruiting younger
students for daytime education.
According to Goldberg. William
Mitchell's flexible scheduling and
ample opportunities for work and
clinical experience creates a
"unique market" for recruitment
strategies.

Goldberg said the college will
make a concerned effort to reach
into the business and corporate
world, recruiting the "working
and often-older student who has
been the mainstay of William
Mitchell." "In view of of a troubled Guaranteed Student Loan Program, · Goldberg said, "it will be
to the advantage of the student
who ~ make professional advancements oh the job while having some of the economic burden
of education relieved by the
employer."
Marino reasoned that the experience and maturity of the
older students when coupled with
their younger counterparts,
creates a "mixture for our
classes that makes us rich. "

According to Goldberg and
Marino, the college will spend
about a year experimenting with
recruitment
methods
that
highlight William Mitchell's image as an "alternative source of
legal education.' " Prospective
students who plan to work, have
children or support families will
receive information illustrating
what sets William Mitchell apart
from other law schools. "The
Child Care Center is a good example of this approach,'
Goldberg said; "it allows us to
emphasize a solution to childcare problems which have
historically excluded women
applicants. '
In addition to women, other
traditional minority groups in

legal education will be actively
recruited. A minority student
open house and mailing lists that
identify minority candidates will
be employed to foster diversity
within the student body.
Goldberg
characterized
William Mitchell as an " excellent
but underpublicized institution."
An effective recruitment program, it is hoped will reap the
primary benefits of informing
prospective students about the
law
school
as
well as
establishing . ties with the
,business community that benefit
the college in terms of "placement and development."
Marino suggested that because
of its " alternative strengths,"
such as flexible scheduling and
support programs, William Mitchell should be one of the last effected by a reduced number of.recent college graduates.
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that many other students from
his section will consider doing the
same.
Fuchsteiner, a third-year student, was more concerned. '_Married students with children will
especially feel the crunch."
Fuchsteiner has an infant son and
is employed in a federal job with
the Internal Revenue Service appeals office. He is limited to
working 20 hours each week and
said that the tuition increase
would mean finding another parttime job.
"In light of last year's
21-percent increase, an additional 18 is outrageous," said
Fuchsteiner. "When this administration took over it was hailed as one that would do away with
arbitrariness and capriciousness.
As far as I'm concerned, it's gotten '"orse."
Fuchsteiner said he is also concerned about increases that have
been
"surreptitiously
implemented" and said that it is evident that student input into
budget considerations is not
sought.
The attitude of some students is
more one of resignation. Said
second-year student Nicole Nee,
"I'll hate it, but I'll pay i t.'
The Audit and Finance Committee is scheduled to review the
budget proposal Feb. 19 at 11
a.m. Trustee members of the
committee include Willis M. Forman, Alfred V. Alliegro, James
A. Cochrane, Charlton Dietz,
Hyam Segell, Lloyd 0 . Sher-vheim and Sam Singer.
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Blacks Seek Recognition

Editor's Note: February is Black
History month. The articles on
these pages are intended to reflect
the views of blacks in the Minnesota and William Mitchell legal
community.

Hennepin County District Court Judge William S. Posten discussed his experiences in an interview with Jeanne Anderson of The Opinion.

Black judges see little bias
by Jeanne Anderson
Minnesota bas had only three
black judges in jts history. Lowell
Howard Bennett, the first black
judge in the state, served as a
municipal judge for the city of
Minneapolis, but was defeated in
the first election. Judges Steven
Maxwell and William S. Posten,
currently the only two black
judges, are District Court judges,
Maxwell in Ramsey County and
Posten in Hennepin.
In recent interviews with The
Opinion, both judges said they did
not face problems with racial
discrimination as young black attorneys, nor do they see
discrimination as a serious problem in the Minnesota legal community now.
.,laxwell, a native of St. Paul
and graduate of the former St.
Paul College of Law, started
private practice on his own in
1953. "When I started practice
there was only one other black attorney, and he received help,"
Maxwell said. He recalled that he
applied at one law firm that indicated that there were no openings , but, he said, "They were
kind enough to tell me that they
don't discriminate -- they hired a
Jew."
While in private college, Maxwell got the first civil-rights
damages verdict in Minnesota.
"That wasn't a token penny," he
said.
The
case
involved
discrimination in a restaurant in
Newport, where the restaurant
refused to serve two black
customers.
Both judges said that politics
has more to do with judgeship ap-

pointments than color. "You
have to be in the right place at the
right time with the right
qualifications," Posten said.
"You have to work hard and be
prepared if the opportunity
arises."
Posten noted that the Quie administration currently has a committee to receive applications for
judgeships. It will pick the top
five to interview.
"It has a lot to do with the individual judgment of the governor. I don't know how much
political party is involved in the
decision. When they appoint a
black it's for more representation, and the lawyer or judge has
to be very qualified, but black or
white is not as much an issue as
political party," Posten said.
Asked why there have been only three black judges in the
history of Minnesota, Maxwell
responded: "You have to look at
it in light of judgeships. Although
anyone can run in an election, in
excess of 95 percent of judges are
appointed. If you don't know a
politician, you probably won't get
appointed."
Posten pointed out that Minnesota doesn't have many blacks
or black attorneys. The Twin
Cities area has the highest black
population in the state. There are
approximalely
100
minority
lawyers in the Twin Cities area,
according to P osten.
Posten is a graduate of the
former Minneapolis College of
Law. Maxwell attended the
former St. Paul College of Law.
(The two later merged and

became William Mitchell College
of Law.)
Maxwell served as assistant
Ramsey County attorney and corporation counsel (city attorney )
for the city of St. Paul, and he ran
for Congress in 1966. From 1967 to
1968 he served as a municipal
judge and was appointed a
district court judge by former
Gov. Harold LeVander.
Posten, originally from Rock
Island, ID., worked during law
school as a " hostler," moving
buses inside the terminal at
Greyhound from 11 at night to 8
a.m. He attended classes from 6
to 10 p.m.
"I think about this ." he said. "I
remember the law library across
the street above where the
Nankin used to be. It had four
tables and about 100 books. I
remember walking to Girard Av.
North from the Greyhound terminal on days like today, and it
was cold. A real experience."
Posten took a break from law
school to enter the service and attended law school again parttime from 1956 to 1959. He worked
for the Social Security Administration for a year, and then
as a Minneapolis city attorney. In
1961 Posten became assistant
Hennepin County altorney in the
domestic and criminal divisions .
He served as chief of the criminal
division for his last two years at
that post. Subsequently Posten
became a m unicipal court judge
for Minneapolis until 1976, when
former Gov. Wendell Anderson
appointed him to the Hennepin
County District Court bench.

District court judges must run
for election after their appointments . Although most judges run
unopposed, Posten had opposition
in the last election. "I had a ball
last time around, " he said, "having fund-raisers and speaking
with people."
He explained that most judges
don't go to political functions
since a judgeship is a nonpartisan position. " But it comes
back to haunt you around election
time. When you haven't attended
functions and supported people, it
comes back to haunt you when
suddenly you're out there just
like everyone else, " Posten said.
Posten will be up for election
again in 1984; Maxwell will run
this year.
Neither judge was adamant
about civil rights. Maxwell said
the role of the black lawyer and
judge is "being a good lawyer,
being a good judge and doing probono work." Posten said he felt
that racial discrimination is not
as evident in Minnesota as in
Chicago, New York, Mississippi
and Alabama, where there are
large black populations. He noted
that there are cultural differences apparent there, but in
Minnesota the black community
is relatively small, and the whole
society shares the same values.
• I don't think there 's a particular difference in dealing with
white lawyers and juries,"
Posten said, "but in view of what
has happened in the late '60s and
'70s we all have to be well aware
that the fight for civil rights is not
over."

Minnesota 1980
Total population . ... . . . . . •.. ... ... •... . A.077 .148
Black .. . . ... ... . . . . . ... . .... . . ... .. . .. . . . • 53.342
White ... . ···· · · · · · ·· · ·· -· ··· · ··· · · · ··· 3,936,!148
Total lawyers and judges . .. . . . . ... .. . . .• . . L0.732
Minority lawyers and judges• (approx.) .. . . . . . iS
Black lawyers (approx.) . . . . .. . . •. .... . -.. .. . . 65
Total law students . .... ....... ... . . . .. .. . . .. l,415
Black law students .. . . . .. . . ... ......... . .. . . . .40
*This includes Black, Hispanic and Am. Indian but
does not include women.
Black Population by School 1981
Hamline
Total students .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .... .. .. . . . ... .489
Black students ....... ..... ........ . . •..... . .. 2
Total faculty ....... . . • . .. . . .. .... . .. . . . .. . .. 22
Black fac'.llty ......... .. ... ... . . . .. ...... .. . • 0
University of Minnesota
Total students .. . ..... .. . . .. ......... . ... . . 726
Black students .. .. . .. ... . .... . ... . .... . . . ... 27
Total faculty ..... . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .... . .•. 70
Black faculty ..... . . . . . ..... . . . ... . . . . .. . .. . . Z
William Mitchell
Total students ..... . .. . .. . . . .... . . ... . . • .. l,200
Black students . .. . .. . ..... . . . ........ . . . . .. . ll
Total faculty• . . . .. . . . ... . ... . .. .... .... .. . . . n
Black faculty ... .... . . . . . . . .. . .... . .. . ....... l
•This does not include 23 legal writing faculty .

Ramsey County District Court Judge _S_tev4:n
Maxwell emphasized the role of politics m
judicial appointments.

•

Prof. Andrew Haines, faculty advisor to
BALSA, sees a need for changing the traditional LSAT-GPA method of determining
admissions.

in Legal Community
Underrepresentation concerns blacks here
by Jeanne Anderson

Blacks at William Mitchell are
increasingly CQncernecl abou~
their underrepresentation at the
college. Black students constitute
.9 percent of the total population
of 1,200 frill-time and part-time
enrollment. CUrrently there is
one black faculty member and
two blacks who are members of
the Board of Trustees.
The main barrier to more
representation is that the black
population o( Minnesota is
relatively l9w. Exact figures are
unavailable since the 1980 census
is nol published, but Rey Harp,
president of the Minnesota
Minority Lawyers' Association ,
estimates the number of minority
lawyers to be near 75 in Minnesota, about 65% of them black.
Another factor that may account for the small number of
blacks and other minorities in
law schools nationwide is that the
LSAT allegedly discriminates
against people who do not share a
certain set of white middle-class
presumptions. According to a
study published by the National
Confer-ence of Black Lawyers
black andhispanic students score
an average of about 100 points
less than their white classmates
with equal grade-point averages.
Mitchell Prof. Andrew Haines
attributes reliance on the LSAT
and GPA as a result of the great

increase in nmnbers of people applying to law schools in the 1960s.
The LSAT and GPA became an
easy means .to determine who
would get the limited nllrilber of
seats according to "Haines. The
problem with relymg heavily on
the LSAT is that 'as lawyers we
don't know bow to pick lawyers, '
Haines said. " We are dealing not
only with intelligence, which in
itsell is not measurable by the
l.SAT and other tests. We are
looking for judgment, integrity
and moral fiber. Your LSAT says
nothing about your moral fiber,
your
sensitivity,"
Haines
contended.
In addition to the traditional
l..SAT-GPA mear::5 of admitting
students, Mitchell has a discretionary admissions committee
that reviews applications. The
committee considers other factors, such as age, work experience and background, in
deciding whether a student will
be admitt-ed.
Although thediscretionary program is not specifically designed
for blacks and other minorities,
this procedure is a way to avoid
the cultural-bias problem from
relying heavily on the LSAT.
First.year
student
George
Stevenson said be thought about
applying through the discretionary admissions program.
'Once you're in -you still have to

do· the work, " Stevenson said,
''1t's worth it to say, 'Hey, I'm
black. Let me in."
Mitchell has been actively
recruiting black and other
minority students. The previous
(Burton) administration started
an outreach program by letting
local, regional and national
undergraduate institutions know
that William Mitchell had an in·
terest in recruiting minority
students.
'Those
efforts
am,:mnted to a negligible amourit
of students trickling in," Haines
said.
The William Mitchell chapter
of the Black American Law Student Association (BALSA) has
aidea the administration's efforts
. to recruit black students. Mitchell has held open houses for
black and. other minority
students for the last two years to
encourage
enrollment
and
discuss financial aid. BALSA 's
main concern is that the number
of black students increases at
Mitchell. (See related article.)
Associate
Dean
Melvin
Goldberg said he doesn'tfeel that
William Mitchell has fulfilled its
job in recruiting minority
students or faculty , especially
blacks. But he said Mitchell has
been committed to recruiting
black students and faculty and
will continue to do so.
Regarding faculty recruitment, Haines noted that this ad-

ministration is now using
"minority" to include women. "I
see absolutely no .interest on the
part of this administration in including black or brown faculty at
William Mitchell," Haines contended in a recent interview. "I
doubt whether they will make an
effort, but I'm willing to accede
to the facts if they prove me
wrong."
Haines said there are ways for
the administration to recruit
black faculty. AALS has an
established minority section that
is a possible pool of potential
faculty, according to Haines.
''There are a number of minority
lawyers in this area who might be
contacted. The Minority Lawyers
organization could also be contacted " Haines said_
Student George Stevenson said
he would IiJce to see more black
faculty. "I can see how beneficial
it is to get different points of
view," Stevenson said. "I have
one female professor right now,
and I am totally engrossed in
everything she says. She hasn't
specifically addressed women's
issues, but I hope she does," he
said.
Currently two blacks sit on the
Board of Trustees. Charles
Williams has been a member of
the Board for the last five years.
Recently a black woman, Pearl
Mitchell was appointed to the
board 'which is nothing short of
phenomenal," Haines said. "It's
enough to declare a holiday in SL.
Paul."
Williams said he is particularly
concenred
about
ongoing
discrimination and. hardened
social attitudes of prejudice
among jurors, fellow attorneys
and clients. Williams said that attitudes are worse now than they
wefe 20 years ago. He said, "It is
evident from the lessons this nation was to have learned in the
'60s that this country doesn't
believe in equality. The pendulum is swinging back.

"Racism is far more pronounced in young people. I thought the
nation would come out of the '60s
more openmindea." Wtlliams
points to the conservative mood
of the country as a reason for
this.
With only 11 black students currently at Mitchell, the white student. population does not get exposed to blacks. George Stevenson said be thinks that exposure
is the way to fight racism.
"Times have changed, but not
enough. It's not great. It's getting
better, but it's not great...Racism
works both ways. There are sorrie
blacks here who are pretty racist
too," he said.
"Education is not just books.
It's dealing with people. If people
don't deal with different kinds of
people, they're allowed to go
ahead with close-minded ideas
because there isn't anything that
changes it."
Another concern that black
students here have is that blacks
and other minorities in law
schools nationwide tend to have a
higher attrition rate than do
whites. According to a ·11r19
survey by the American Bar
Association (ABA), the gross attrition rate of black students in
ABA--approved schools was a
decrease of 26. 12 percent from
the first to third years.
Board member Williams said
blacks need to have a strong
sense of who they are to be able to
handle the rigors of the study of
law. Black students must know
the mind-set of the study of law,"
Williams said. "William Mitchell
is a marvelous school, and it
should be used to the hilt. The
sehool's reputation i growing by
leaps and bounds. Students could
have a huge impact. "

Trustee Charles Williams sees an increase in racism among young people as a result of the conservative
mood of the nation.

BALSA helps black students adjust

"·

I

Black students at William Mit- ference in Washington, D.C., last
chell organized a local chapter of summer. "We made good conthe national Black American Law tacts with female lawyers in
Student Association (BALSA) sister states including Iowa and
early last spring because of their Wisconsin regarding recruitment
concern that there are too few and job opportunites, " Mitchell
blacks at the college, according said. ··one or the highlights was a
to third-year student Doris r eception for judges in D.C. They
are good role models. We want to
Mitchell.
Mitchell is president of BALSA establish a communication netand said that one of the group's work with other national legal
main objectives is, to assist in- organizations."
The group .recently held a
coming black stl1.dents in
assimilating into law-school life reception for attorney Arnett
Hubbard, the first fem.ale presiat Mitchell.
BALSA members sponsored an dent of the National Bar Associa orientation for first-year minori- tion, a black organization. The
ty students this fall. "We met reception washeldin conjunction
with local black lawyers to with the Minnesota Minority
welcome the new students and Lawyers Association and the
talk about law school," Mitchell , University of Minnesota BALSA
• We
represented
said. "The problems encountered chapter.
by black law students in general 'William Mitchell in welcoming
are notmueb different than what her to Minnesota," Mitchell
other first-year law students en- noted.
BALSA vice president Larry
counter." Nonetheless, BALSA's
purpose al Mitchell is to be a sup- Reed emphasized that the
group s main concern at William
port group for black students.
Among other activities sinceits Mitchell is that the number of
inception BALSA sent two black and minority lawyers inrepresentatives lo the National . crease. "That includes people
Black Women Lawyers Con-

who are black, brown; yellow and
red. And we want to make certain
that the ones that are here com·
plete the program," Reed said.
BALSA is concentrating on
recruitment and says it is concerned that the administration
should be putting more effort into
recruiting ~le from corporations who may not be aware of
William Mitchell <1-nd the opportunity to attend. BALSA currently has a. black student on the admissions committee and hopes to
learn more about the situation.
Funding for BALSA comes
comes from local dues, national
dues and $1,000 donated by the
Student Bar Association.
BALSA has 11 members at Mitchell, Reed said. "It is the total
population of black students here,
and that is not enough. '
BALSA says it is interested in
other minorities as well as· black
students, and in starting a
minority studenl organization
while maintaining the BALSA
chapter.
Faculty advisor for BALSA
Prof. Andrew Haines .

Third-year stu.dent and BALSA -presiden~ ~ Mitchell explained the _purpose of the orgaruzation as a
support group lor black students.
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More 3-cred.~t courses
part of curriculu~ changes
by Katy Perry

Students taking electives this
year have found an increasing ,
number of three-credit courses
from which to choose.
Prof. Phebe Haugen, chairperson of the Curriculum Committee, explains that the trend
toward three-credit courses is a
result of concerns expressed by
both students and faculty. In
most cases, the change occurred
because the courses simply involved too much work, and
covered too much material.
Changing the number of credits
earned in a course has the obvious advantage to the student of
eventually reducing his or her
course load, and it gives the professor more · time to cover the
material.
Courses that were changed to
three credits this year include
Administrative Law Antitrust ,
Advanced Corporate Law, Advanced Trial Advocacy, Federal
Jurisdiction, Securities Regulation and Juvenile Law. Antitrust,
Advanced Trial Advocacy and
Juvenile Law are combinations
of what had formerly been two
two-credit courses into three
credit courses that could be completed in one semester.
· The changes are a result of submission of proposals to the Curriculum Committee. The committee then studies proposals coming
to it, then makes .its recommendation to the administration. According to Haugen, there is some
degree of decision-making involved at the administrative
level, but the administration
generally goes by the recommendation of the committee.
This year, one clinical course -the Misdemeanor Clinic, taught
by Haugen - was inceased from
two to four credits. The clinic involves regular class meetings as
well as significant time in the

on a individual basis; and that the
changes will be reassessed at the
end of the year.
The Curriculum Committee
also sees the need for an in-depth
curriculum study to take a look at
the cpurses that are being taught,
courses that ought to be taught,
and requirements. The committee would like to see some funds
allocated to this project. A summer stipend plus perhaps a halftime allocation to a faculty
member would be sufficient, according to Haugen. Conducting a
proper study involves collecting
data, talking with faculty and
students, studying the programs
of other law schools and writing a
report.
Associate
Dean
Melvin
Goldberg notes that curriculum
study is an on-going process, and
that any study undertaken now
would need to be reassessed a few
years from now. Goldberg said he

"Client" Dee Ryan and finalists Steve Anderson and John Hoffman
in an early round of the competition.

Maland, Malone take competition
Winners of last weekend's
WMCL Client Counseling Competiton were John Malone and
Dave Maland.
A total of 30 teapis competed in
Saturday's first round. The field
was narrowed to 10 on Sunday.
Three teams went into the final

round. Other finalists included
the team of John Moberg and
Rebecca Brown and the team of
Steve Anderson and John
Hoffman.
Maland and Malone will compete in the regionals to be held at
Hamline on Match 6.

Jefferson, Wood win school's trial, meet
Scott Jefferson and Brian Wood
will represent William Mitchell in

the national trial advocacy competition sponsored by the
American
Trial
Lawyers
Association. The two will compete in the regional round to be
held in Oklahoma City March 20.
Law schools must have an official chapter of ATLA to compete. The Mitchell chapter is in
its second year and is advised by
Associate Prof. John Sonsteng.
Jefferson and Wood reached
the national level by winning four
trials in the intra-school competition. They-defeated the team of
Peggy Leafblad and Chuck
Friedman in the final round Jan.
16, after winning the semi-final
match with Clair Cole and Mark
Kiperstein ei;trlier in the day.
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feels that the present system of
having faculty members assessing curriculum will have to suffice for present.
Each faculty member is on two
subject-area committees, and
each of the committees reports
periodically ·to the Curriculum
Committee concerns that have
been raised about an individual
subject area. The subject areas
are Commercial Law, Property,
Torts, Government, Procedure
and Criminal Law.
, The Curriculum Committee is
considering a proposal to increase the amount of credits for
Criminal Procedure from two to
three credits.
Members of the committee are
Profs.
Hamilton,
Prince,
Heidenreich, Ihrig Van de Ven,
Amundson, Haydock, Helland
and Kirwin; Dean Goldberg, and
students Scott Moen and Lynn
Starkman.
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According to Sonsteng, the
level of the intra-school competition was very high. "The judges
thought that the styles and
techniques used by the teams
were very sophisticated," said
Sonsteng. "Any number of the ·
teams competing would have
represented the school well."
The ATLA problem involves a
criminal case in which a woman
is charged with first-degree
murder in the shooting death of
her husband. The case is complicated by a history of spousal
abuse, giving rise to possible
defenses of insanity and selfdefense.
At the national level, 90 percent
of the point total is based on oral
presentation of the case; the remaining 10 percent is based on a
12-page trial brief prepared for
the court. Oral points are given
for the opening statement, direct
and cross examination of a lay
witness, direct and cross examination of an expert witness,
and the closing agrument. The
total trial time is two and orie-balf
hours.
Sonsteng says he expects that
the team will spend 10 ·or more
hours a week in trial pr·a ctice
prior to March 20. "Familiarity
with procedures and the rules of
eviaence is essential," said Jefferson. "You have to know how to
make objections and how ·to get
around the objections of the other
team."
As in moot court, the team may
have to present both siaes of the
case. In the intra-school competition Wood and Jefferson argued
both prosecution and defense
twice and had to make the switch
from one to the other with only a
few minutes between .rounds.
"That was good preparation for
Oklahoma City," said Jefferson.
Both members of the team
completed the Advanced Trial
Advocacy course in the fall
semester. Sonsteng said the opportunities for prospective triaJ
lawyers are greater a t William
Mitchell than at most other law
schools. Many do not require a
trial skills course, and few make
available an advanced course.
"The course is valuable not only

for the trial skills taught,'' said
Sonsteng, "but also because it incorporates an analysis of
evidence, procedure and substantive courses."
Sonsteng said that Jefferson
and Wood have shown that they
clearly understand the trial pro-

cess and that they possess the
skills necessary to win the competition. Last year Willia.m Mitchell placed second in the
regional round, but only one team
from each of the four regionals
advances to the final round, held
in Washington, D.C., in April.

'Red hats' puzzle
'82 LSAT-takers
II. If the first person is wearing
As of June 1982, the Law School a blue hat, the fourth person is
Admission Test will contain dif- wearing a red hat.
ferent types of questions, will be
III. The third 31nd fourth perscored differently and will re- sons are wearing hats of different
quire an essay writt~n by each colors.
test taker.
Questions on
quantitative
Gone, too, will be the present
analysis and graphic representa- test's sections on English usage:
tions, which have in the past they've been replaced by the
plagued .those poor in math, will essay-writing requirement. In
b~ replaced by what the Educa- addition, the section on practical
tion~} Testing Service calls ques- ju9gments in the .present test, in
tions about "the structure of wfiich the test-taker has to difrelationships ."
ferentiate the minor factors from
For prospective test-takers en- the major factors in decisionjoyment, the following is an ex- making, will be replaced. Two
ample of this question type:
parts of the new test remain the
Six people are standing in a same: There will still be a section
ticket line, one behind the other, on analyzing written passages,
all facing the ticket window. and a section on reading and
Each person is wearing a colored reasoning out little case histories
hat. ·
with artificial legal rules and
There are two _people wearing principles. The section on analyzblue hats two people wearing red ing arguments has been kept
hats, one person wearing a green intact.
ha t and one person wearing a
The new test will be scored on a
yellow hat.
scale of 10 to 50, a change from
The number of people between the old 200 to 800 scale. According
the two people wearing red hats to the Law School Admission
is t he sam e as the number of peo- Council, that will eliminate razorple between the two people wear- thin distinctions between test
ing blue hats. That number may scores, such as the difference betbe zero.
ween a 620 and a 625, that are not
Qµestion : If both people wear- statistically significant.
ing red hats are farther back in
The new test and its answers
line ·than both people wearing . will be released to those who took
blue hats , and if there is a t ]east
it, shortly after the exam. The
one person between the person LSAC decided to start disclosing
wearing the yellow hat and the
test answers in the wake of New
person wearing the green hat,
York State's new Truth-inwhich of the following must be Testing law and the call
true?
throughout the country for openI. The third person is wearing
ness in standardized tests.
a blue hat.
The answer, by the way, is II
and III.
by Eric Johnson
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Sum·mer as an _' American in Paris'.
by Michele DiEuliis

Only when the 747 jet lifted off .
did I realize that I was actually
going to Europe again. Sue and I
were quiet at first: both lost,
perhaps, in our own conflicting
emotions. Sue was going to go to
Cambridge to attend summer law
classes. I was bound for Paris to
do the same. But first Sue and I
would play in London for six
days.
The decision to go to school
abroad had riot been an easy one
to make. The typical financial
considerations seemed minor
when compared to being apart
from Val for almost two months.
We'd been married for more than
five years, but law school and
other demands had already
stolen too many hours from us.
Yet there was still another factor: My life seemed consumed by
the conflicting roles of wife and
student, daughter and employee,
as well as many others. I wanted
time just for me.

Val and I passed many hours
discussing the effects such a trip
would have on our relationship.
He seemed keenly aware of my
needs and secure in the love we

• •

shared. I was grateful. We were
both afraid.
My decision to go to school in
Paris was made some time in
January or February. My fears
and doubts, however, kept that
decision only a tentative one. The
time
passed quickly from
January to June, when I was
scheduled to leave. I hardly noticed the transformation as Minnesota passed from winter to
summer.
The London I had met 10 years
earlier had changed, but so had I.
This time London and I played
together far better than we had
on my first trip.
Sue and I tubed from London's
Gatwick Airport to Victoria Station. After not too far a walk we
found reasonable housing at
Stanley's Hotel. We shared a double room on the fifth floor (a
walksup, of course) for 12 pounds
a day, including breakfast.
Sue and I really earned our
tourist classification while in
London. My journal records having spent our first days at Buckingham Palace to see the changing of the guards; the Clock
Tower, with the Bloody Tower
contained therein; Westminster
Abbey and an afternoon of brass
rubbing; Fortum and Mason, to
see w~t the wealthy British buy_;
Parliament, where I was
delighted to learn that the Head
of Parliament wears a white
powdered wig; Rudolf Nureyev
dancing at the Opera House; an
afternoon by myself at Sir
George's theater, arrived at atop
a double-decker bus, to see "The
Merchant of Venice" - and much
more.
Remembering
the
bland
British food that dissatisfied me
10 years earlier, Sue and I ate at
only foreign restaurants. These
included Greek, Indian, Italian
and Indonesian, all very good and
not too expensive.
If you want to learn about the
people in a foreign country, go to
a laundromat on a Satll{day mor-

ning. Not only is it entertaining to
observe the ingenious me~
people have devised to hide their
umnentionables as they are
removed shrunken from the
dryer, but it is also educational:
one is provided an opportunity to
chat with the "working class.•
And in London, the neighborhood
pub is particularly suited for
that, too.
Selected for its proximity to
Stanley's and for the si£D in its
window promising a sing-along,
Sue
and
I
visited
the
neighborhood pub. "Old Albert"
invited us to join his table of
friends, having the only two-empty chairs in the pub. Old Albert
sang that night, and so did
' 'Peggy," our sing-along host.
Peggy was a rather large blonde
lady who led the customers in
" I'm a YankeeDoodle Dandyn to
welcome the American friends. I
had fun and learned a lot.
My last two days in England
began in fulfillment of an obli~ation ; I ha~ promised Nena that l
would visit her parents. Helen
and Ed live 12 miles outside Cambridge in the 18th-century village
of Great Wilbraham. Thatched
houses with lovely gardens, an
old church and a tiny pub mak.e
up the entire village. Despite its
proximity to Cambridge, the
village is still untouched by
tourists. Its people treated me
kindly as I explored. One woman,
noticing Sue and me admiring
her thatched-roof house, invited
us in to view it from the inside.
Later, as I walked the countryside alone, farmers tipped
their caps and offered me a
' Good day.' '
I was touched by theJrindness
and warmth displayed by Helen
and Ed neither of whom I had
met before. Having stayed in
their home the night before, I
awoke Sunday morning to walk
with Ed for 12 miles about the
rolling British countryside. It
was only after we had walked
four or five miles on the Roman

• •

Road going toward the Fleam
Dikes that we first spoke to one
another. It was not shyness that
had kept our silence. We both had
chatted on the evening before. It
was instead out of an understanding of the inner peace each of us
experienced as we walked that
brisk morning. We did pass the
remaining miles in intimate conversation however, interrupted
only by difficult crossings over
fields and fences, made so by
farmers who had plowed over the
walking paths.

finally decided to sleep, such as it
was.
I didn't sleep very well, either,
on the train from Calais to Paris.
We were five in the compartment, and, although we took brief
turns lying down, I have never
been able to sleep sitting up. So
preparation 1or my arnval m
Paris, I passed the time in silent
practice: "Pardon, madame,
monsieur, ou se trouve... Merci
beaucoup.''
After four hours, my accent
was ~rfect. I was confident I'd
be able to get about with ease.
What I had failed to realize,
however, was that asking where
a thing is is but half the battle. It
is also critical that one interpret
the response. And I understood
almost no French. I became expert at asking where I was going,
but never quite sure whether I
would get there.
The Paris law program was
sponsored by the University of
San Diego. The stjlool provided
adequate information on housing,
and thanks to its efforts I Se-!ured
an apartment in the Bastille section of Paris, which I shared with
Sue and I said our goodbyes at another Mitchell student.
The . Bastille is a lower- to
the Cambridge train station. I
working
was on my way to Paris via Lon-· middl~lass
don. She was to begin classes the neighborhood with many shops,
next day. Mine did not begin for apartments, buildings and facfour more. Our farewell was on tories. Some buildings including
some level an emotional one: not my own, had a factory contained
for the times we had shared in within them. The grinding of the
our six day~ together, but for the sewing machines from the facuncertainty that lay ahead for tory on the floor below me comes
back to me now.
both of us.
Prostitution is riot llllcommon
The late-night ride across the
Channel .from Dover to Calais in Paris, and the street I lived on,
was not uneventful. The price Rue des Tournelles, was still
paid for feeding my appetite im- remembered for having been at
mediately upon boarding the one time a street upon which the
craft was to spend the night atop profession prospered. While SL
a flat storage trunk. By the time I Denis is now the center for prohad left the restaurant, all of the stitution in Paris, it was still not
spaces had been filled with bodies unusual to see one or two women
sleeping two and three seats waiting in a doorway hoping for a
across. The crossing was rough. pr-OSpecti:ve customer.
Our small apartment, leased
When the boat tipped left, I met
the wall. When it rocked right, I from a struggling young actress,
met the floor. And that's where I continued to page 10
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.can fit within a student's budget

Housing is an additional conSummer school abroad: The sideration, important for both its
prospect of attending is too- psychological and ecoaomic imfrequently discarded on the false plications. The dormitory, initialassumption that its costs would ly, may be the choice for least
be prohibitive.
anxiety. Upon arrival in · the
Also, Europe and other study foreign city, one need only find
locations seem so far away where the dorm is located and obamidst the chaos of a busy tain a room key to feel a
semester that planning for such semblence of security, The dorm
an undertaking may appear can
also
offer
instant
overwhelming.
companionship.
The realities, however, are that
Amidst these benefits may also
attending summer school abroad be some hidden burden: Privacy
may cost little more. than atten- may be at a premium in dording classes at home, and mitory living, and certain
passport, airplane and program freedoms may be eonstrained.
arrangements require little more For those as concerned as I With
than an afternoon's attention.
feeding their stomachs, food
That is, of course, after one has preparation in a dorm may be a
decided where to go. And this problem fo consider. Costs of dordecision should be carefully mitories . vary; some include
made with both personal and pro- board, others do not.
fessional factors considered.
If shared, an apartment may in
Of primary importance to most fact be cheaper than a dormitory.
of us is the expense of such a trip, It may also provide greater
and specific cost factors such as freedom as well as the oppqrtunitui:tioh. transportation and living ty for greater assimilation into
~ e s must be earerully the community. Yet there are
weighed.
some noticable drawbacks to this
Tuition costs vary among the option: Even when the foreign
various programs: Six credits school provides apartment leads
earned in Athens, Rome, Ghana and makes the initial telephone
or Tel Aviv may be as low as $525 call, locafing a suggested apartthrough Temple University- ment in a strange city may be
sponsored programs. The same • likened to finding a needle in a
number of credits may cost as haystack. Also, language barmuch as $750 when earned in riers may make negotiating price
Grenoble through Tulane's pro- a frustrating experience.
gram. But even at 1981 costs at
The third option, living with a
Mitchell (125 a credit, and facing family, may be impossible a·b sent
a likely increase), six summer- the aid of the foreign-study proschool credits will total over $750. gram s taff. Therefore, this route
Tuition dollars saved in attending may require great patience and
school abroad could be applied persistence to be.made ~able.
toward air fare and other
Transportation costs can be
expenses.
high. Whether arrangements are
by Michele DiEuliis

made through a travel agent or
the airline directly, reservations
should be made as soon as possible to avoid future fare increases.
Although unusual, some programs offer reduced fares in the
form of charters, which the programs themselves organize. Independent charters can result in
large savings, but their reliability should be weighed.
.
. At least one . additional
economic factor may be considered: the price at which a particular foreign dollar may be
bought.
The
pr~ous
American dollar, for exany>le,
bought many devalued French
francs this summer, giving
American tourists in France an
advantage in spending. It should
be remembered, however, that
program deadlines on or before
April 15 require program selections to be made early. One cannot always predict the value of a
-particular dollar :months prior to
travel.
Travelers checks are the safest
money to use when traveling
abroad. Checks may be purchased in American or foreign
dollars, and the benefits of both
should be weighed at the time of
purchase.
Economic factors taken into
account, one should next consider
the specific course · offerings.
Courses most often include a
selection in international and
comparative law, altbougn there
are aceptions. Freq~ntly,
~pecific courses are offered in
different semester sessions,
enabling a student to attend only
a part of the complete semester,

depending upon the number of
credits desired. Some programs
are held in more than one location, sessions within the semester
being held in different cities or
countries. Often, however, these
programs are more expensive.
Courses, though taught in

English, may be conducted by

American or foreign professors.
The obvious advantage to the latter lies in providing a student
with exposure to foreign views,
often differing from our own as a
result of cultural, political and
economic differences.

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in
Guadalajara
London
Oxford
Paris
Russia - Poland
San Diego
For information: Prof. H. Lazerow
U. of San Diego School of Law
Alcala. Park; San Diego CA 92110
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Law cJa~ses good, but Pari_s is· the real attraction
continued from page 9

and often went out of their way to
was on the.third floor (second by be sure I found what I was lookFrench count) furnished inexpen- ing for. Each day the vegetable
sively and creatively in a Green- man greeted me spontaneously
wich Village artsy mode. I in- with · a smile. Patiently he
stantly felt comfortable and _at responded to my grunts and
home.
The
characteristicly gestures as I indicated my selecFrench ceiling-to-floor windows tion for that day. With each reof the apartment overlooked a quest he provided me with both
small courtyard below and faced the item and the French word for
acrQS~ to the apartment shared it. Numbers, however, were my
downfall, and this particularly
by Dominque and Christina.
Dominique, a Corsican, spoke became a problem when, having
fluent English. She had been to completed my shopping, it came
America twice. Christina, a legal time to pay the bill. Regardless of
apprentice, spoke no English. I how slowly a merchant might anvividly recall passing an emo- nounce the total, I never quite
tional afternoon with Christina as understood how much I was to
we shared the pains of still grow- pay. To accommodate my
ing up at 30. We formed our disability, the vendors took
sentences combining Spanish, to writing <town the amount. I
French and English words with was grateful for their kindness
mime. If it was difficult to com- and the embarrassment they
municate during those hours, I
spared me.
failed to notice.
Food was not expensive if one
Shopping for food was always selected carefully and made
fun, whether at the outdoor sacrifices. Meat was highest pricmarket or at the indoor shops. It ed, but my natural preference for
afforded me the opP()rtunity to vegetables did not make it difplay ~bitant rather than mere ficult to do without.
tourist, and due to the "pint-size"
Limited funds made restaurant
refrigerator in our apartment eating a rare exception. French
(common to many Paris apart- cuisine is, of course, exceptional
ments) I had that opportunity Cous-cous also became a fa vorite
every day.
of mine: a Tunisian selection of
My diet consisted mainly of ar- chicken and meats with grain and
tichoke, salad, cheese, wine and sauce. Most often for lunch I
baguette, that delicious French treated myself to French fries
bread. Even the polite French (never to be mistaken for what
customers laughed out loud the we Americans call French fries).
day the saleslady at the It's the grease that makes the
boulangerie aeeidently hit me difference!
over the head with a baguette as I
Although food and housing was·
stood up from counting my . not expensive by comparison change.
laundry was. And so I had taken
Contrary to r eputation, the to washing my clothes in the
· Paris.ans were helpful ani;l kind. bathtub and setting them on the
The merchants came to know me overhang outside my windows.

EVALUATION
EXPEQTI8E

But -the weather was cool and
rainy throughout Jul-y and hot
and humid in August. As a result,
I rarely had .dry clothes. If not for
this inconvenience, however, I
would not even have noticed the
disagreeable weather. Not once
did it dampen my spirits,
although I believe it did for some.
Classes were held on Boulevard
de Sebastopol in classrooms leased for the summer from a
business school. Although school
could be reached by train or bus,
I looked most forward to the
20-minute wal~ each morning.
I often found it difficult to give
my classes my complete concentration. I was stuck inside, and
Paris awaited me outside. The
school was across from the
Georges Pompi~ou Center, an
ultramodern
glass-and-tu~
structure containing, among
other things, a library, theater,
museum and restaurant. Most
lunch hours I preferred to spend
alone outside the center, an area
that by noon became infested
with a fire-eater who doubled as a
glass walker, artists, musicians,
mimes and; as a result, many
tourists.

Despite the chiding by Prof.
Schwartz,
that " the most
students could be expected to
read per night, while attending a ,
Paris summer program, was a
menu and a wine bottle,"
academic standards were not
lax. Exams were held in class,
three hours in duration, and were
consisten.t with the typical lawexam format and level of difficulty. I was grateful that grades
transferred pass, fail.
Never was there a time outside
class that I lacked something to
do. The zoos and parks were my
favorite place to be alone and
watch animals and people.
Situated to the west of Paris, the
Bois de Boulogne, with its lawns,
lakes, waterfalls and gardens, offers a ferry to a small center
island unmanicured and wild. I
passed much time reading on this
island and watching ducks. Tlie
Luxembourg garden, smaller by
design and closer to the center of
Paris, is · always filled with
children. Too often I thought of
mugging a child .for bis toy
sailboat as I watched him float it
across the pond, a favorite child's
sport in Paris.
The also famous and expansive
Tuileries connect the Louvre and
_ the Jeu de Paume museum with
gardens. The latter, my favorite
museum of French Impressionism, owed its name to
Napoleon III, who terraced the
Tuileries gardens to adopt them
for the game ol " paume," an
earlier form of tennis.
Paris, a crowded city, is made
even more so by the influx of
country people joining in city
events. No one seemed to-mind,
however,
when
hundreds
gathered on the Champs _Elysees
for the exciting finish of the Tour
The courses were good: two of de France.
The celebration of Bastille Day
the three, in fact, were excellent.
International Energy, taught by brought all of Paris into the
a French lawyer, focused . on streets to share in the festivities.
OPEC and the oil crisis. Interna- The enthusiasm with which the
tional Business Transactions, Parisians celebrated was in part,
steeped in economic theory, was I believe. for the commemorataught by Warren Schwartz from . tion of their independence. This
Georgetown University. And year, however, it was also
Harlan Blake . from Columbia perhaps due to llie changes protaught Antitrust. Three courses mised by the Mi tterrand governwere perhaps for me too.many. I ment and hoped for · by many
French.
preferred to play.
The next day offered parades
Four Minnesotans attended the
Paris program, which was com- and more parties. I chose instead
posed of about one-third non- to rest until afternoon, when I
American students. I came great- visited Sacre-Goeur. Staniling
ly to admire my classmates from majestically on the top of Mont Germany, Sweden, Italy, France, martre in front of Place du Tetre
South America, ·etc., all of whom (the artists' quarter) and high
knew far more about American above Pigalle (Paris' 42nd
history,
our
politics
and Street), the church provides a
economics than we did as panoramic view of Paris and the
surrounding areas. Although I
Americans.

am not religious in the traditional
sense, seated in Sacre°Coeur, I
experienced
a
feeling
of
spirituality unlike any I had ever
before. l was happy to have had
the opportunity later to share
Sacre-Coeur with a friend.

At 10 that -evening, all Paris
once again ·came out to view
fireworks
accompanied
by
patriotic music along the Seine,
sponsored by the F renclt government. I witnessed a more splendorous display of fireworks than 1
had ever seen. But it was when
the Eiffel Tower, the French
symbol of strength and unity,
beneath which I was standing,
was lit up before a backdrop of
darkness that the French
themselves gasped in delight at
what they saw. And when immediately after white skyrockets
emanated from the tower itself; I
silently sobbed.
Paris does not save its music
for special occasions. Parisians
are well~ntitled U> boast of their
efficient and speedy train
system, buf I appreciated it also
for the musicians it harbored.
Music flowed from within the tunnels and sometimes within the
train cars themselves as musicians played in the hopes that a
passerby would show their appreciation with a fraQc or two.
St. Michel and St. Germain
outline the Latin Quarter. It was
in this section that people, including inany tourists, come to
eat and be entertained by various
actors and musicians in the
street. The mad tuxedo-clad ·puppet was my favorite , making me
laugh as he feverishly played the
fiddle bent on one knee.
There was music in Paris, but
for me there was also peace.
Many evenings I walked alone
along the Seine past Notre Dame.
Boats floated along the river in
silence, noticeable only by the
lights guiding them through the
still waters. Elm trees lined the
shore, casting vivid shadows on
the waters, which, aided by
darkness, falsely appeared clean
and clear.
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Reagan's proposed changes
threaten student loan program
(Editor's Note: The following article was submitted by Peg
Riehm, William Mitchell Director of Financial Aid)

If you have been following lhe
national news and the financial
aid office notices, you know by
now that President Reagan is
proposing to eliminate the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program for graduate students. This
proposal will mean a great deal
to William Mitchell students, considering that more than 80 percent of the students borrowed
under Uiis program during
1981-82.

Associate Dean Robert Oliphant and Prof. David Haynes "jammed" during the All-Star Revue, while Prof. Bernie Becker "slides"
through a number.

l

HEY, LOOPHOLE,
HOW GOE5 IT?

While proponents bf this recommendation contend that it wiJl encourage a more responsible and
efficient approach to financing
higher education opponents say
they fear lha l graduate education
will become available to only lhe
very wealthy.
It is of the utmost importance
for students to realize the impact
of this proposal, and to begin
making other financial art>angemenls in the event that Congress
approves
this
recommendation.
One possible option for students
wil1 be the Auxiliary/Parent
~n Program. Under this program, students may-borrow up to
$3,000 a year at 14 percent interest The interest must be gaid
while the student is in school,
although the principal may be
deferred 'until after graduation.
Maximum borrowing under this
program is limited to $15.000 for
graduate students. Students borrowing under this program must
be independent of support from
their families. This means that
you may not be claimed as a
dependent on your parents'
income-tax return; you may not
·receive more than $1,000 in support from your parents in either
of tht! last two years, and you
may not have lived with your

parents for more than six weeks
in either of the past two years.
These loans are made at the
discretion of the lending instituli.on, and the state of Minnesota is.
not a participating lender at this
time. A mnn.ber of commercial
banks and other financial institutions participate, but have varying requirements for borrower
eligibility. Il is curently standard [or example for those
lenders that do -participate to require a one-year customer relationship of a student to establish
eligibility. While some lenders
may drop that requirement, none
h{ls indicated a willingness to do
so up to this point. Thus it would
be wise for students wishing to
borrow under this program to
begin checking now with inclividual financial institutions to

The Opinion is no longer subsidized by
the college. We depend on S.B.A.
support. We also depend_ on our advertisers. So do you - for an independent
newspaper reflecting the concems of the
William Mitchell community.
Please help us serve you. When you
patroniz_
e our advertisers, tell them that
you're a Mitchell _student - and that you
saw their ads in The Opinion.

IIVE GOT A BRUTAL EVENING AHEAD.
200 ~GES OF NE6ITT\ABLE
IN.'::>TRUI\I\ENTS. I 'VE DECIDED TO

NOT BA°' SHORT@,

'10W ABOUT AT
YOUR END?

- YOU TOO, SHORTCUT.
WE'LL SHOW 'EN\

WHAT WE'RE MADE
OF_

MAKE AN EAR~ 5TART. THIS
IS THE. YEAR. I FINALLY GET S ERIOUS

ABOUT THE LAW~ .

determine existing policies and,
where necessary establish a
customer relationship at an early
date.
The college's administration is
keenly aware of the potential
wide-scale effects of the elimination of this program, and is taking an active role in the investigation of all possible options to offset these adverse effects. Discussions are being held with local
financial institutions, and optional aid proposals are being
discussed, which could potentially offer some sort of replacement
aid to assist in offsetting the
financial needs of our student
body.
Please watch the Docket,
which we will use to keep you up
to date on new developments as
they occur.

--
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I THINK. l'VE REAC~ Tt-\6.T POINT
Mv.5ELF. I JUST CHECKED OUT ~ME
OUT81DE READCN& IN .ESfATE PlANN\NG.
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1

THO'SE "TM RED HOT.3. TI-\EY HA\JENT
SEEN THE NEW LOOPHOLE LASSITER.
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